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Background

- OCLC providing the UnityUK (UUK) National resource sharing service
- Currently data from 149 public libraries
  - Valuable resource, but not publically available
  - UK libraries in WorldCat.org includes National Libraries and *some* Universities
- Agreement to provide National Catalogue utilising WorldCat.org
• Copied holdings from CBS database
  • Unity UK members only – at present
• Improved data
  • British Library vs. WorldCat
• Comprehensive view of holdings
Using the catalogue - direct

http://fablibraries.worldcat.org
Via search engines

Romantic Britain by Rosemary Hill.

God's Architect by Rosemary Hill - Reviews, Description & more ...

Title Information, God's architect. Pugin and the building of ...
https://libraries.torbay.gov.uk/.../02_005_TitleInformation.aspx?...Hi...
Personal Name, Hill, Rosemary. Main Title, God's architect. Pugin and the building of romantic Britain. Rosemary Hill. Publication, Allen Lane, 2007 ...

God's Architect: Pugin and the Building of Romantic Britain ...
www.bookdepository.co.uk/Gods-Architect-Rosemary-Hill/9780713...
2 Aug 2007 ~ Pugin was one of Britain’s architects and his short career one of the dramatic in architectural history. This book draws on letters and ...

Formats and Editions of God's architect : Pugin and the building ...
www.worldcat.org/title/gods-architect-pugin-and.../editions?...
God's architect : Pugin and the building of romantic Britain, 1. God's architect : Pugin and the building of romantic... by Rosemary Hill ...

Searches related to god's architect rosemary hill

god’s architect pugin
rosemary hill pugin
OCLC provides the html code which generates this search box. Each library authority can then decide where they place it....anywhere, and as many places as you like!
Locating the items

Search results for "God's architect" limited to UK Libraries

1. God's architect: Pugin and the building of romantic Britain
   - Author: Rosemary Hill
   - Language: English
   - Publisher: London: Allen Lane, 2007.

2. God's Architect: Pugin and the Building of Romantic Britain - by Rosemary Hill
   - Author: Fiona MacCarthy
   - Language: English

UK Libraries
God's architect: Pugin and the building of romantic Britain

Author: Rosemary Hill
Edition/Format: Book: Biography: English
Summary: 'God's Architect' is the full biography of Pugin, one of Britain's greatest architects, drawing on thousands of unpublished letters and drawings to recreate his life and work as architect, propagandist and romantic artist. It tells the turbulent story of Pugin's three marriages, the bitterness of his last years and his sudden death at 40.

Find it in libraries

1. North Yorkshire Library and Information Service
   NYLIS
   Northallerton, DL6 1DF United Kingdom
   Held formats: Book
   Distance: 38 km

2. The British Library, Document Supply
   BLDSC
   Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS23 7BQ United Kingdom
   Held formats: Book
   Distance: 15 km
Getting the item

God’s architect: Pugin and the building of romantic Britain

Hill, Rosemary

Book: English.
Published London: Allen Lane 2007

Rate this

Available at County Pool and Harrogate Library.

Reserve (charges may apply) Save to wishlist

Please click on a library location to view full details

- County Pool – One available in Adult Non-Fiction B. PUGI
- Harrogate Library – One available in Adult Non Fiction B. PUGI
- Ripon Library – Earliest copy due back 20th February
- Sherburn Library – Earliest copy due back 16th March

Details

Statement of Responsibility: Rosemary Hill
ISBN: 0713994991, 9780713994995
Physical Description: xii, 602p., col., ill.; 24 cm
Problems and pitfalls

- Data formats
- Communication
- When is resource sharing not resource sharing?
- OPACs  OPACs OPACs
- A small part of a bigger picture
A national focus for UK public libraries?

**Search. Everywhere.**

The Find a Book service brings together publicly accessible library catalogues from all across Wales into a single search. By entering a term in the search box below you can choose to look for all kinds of material in any of the Public, Higher Education or Further Education Libraries or libraries in a particular region.

Use our Advanced Search to select and search within specific libraries.

**Borrowing an Item**

Members of public libraries in Wales can request an item through Find a Book in exactly the same way as making a request in person at the public library. Simply search Find a Book for the item you wish to borrow and click on the **Borrow Item?** button. Read more about the terms and conditions of this service.
A national focus for UK public libraries?

Welcome to Libraries NI

Welcome to the Libraries NI website, your first point of call for information about Public Libraries in Northern Ireland.

Libraries NI is the new public library service for Northern Ireland. We aim to provide and promote a range of high quality library and information services for everyone in Northern Ireland.

Get a library card and get access to Information, Books, Music, DVDs, Free Internet and much more. Find out what is happening by using the Events Calendar or by viewing your local library page.

Benefit from our Online Services which enable you to:

- Book a Computer Session
- Check Your Loans
- Request and Renew items
- Search the Library Catalogue

Use Online Library to scan the newspaper archives, research your family trees, check out facts in Encyclopaedia Britannica or join in the activities for 0-14 year olds on Stories from the Web.

Latest News Updates

- Celebrating the 200th birthday of Dickens in Ballymena Central Library
- Libraries NI is pleased to announce a series of events in libraries across...
- An Evening with the Percy French Quartet
- Libraries NI would like to invite you to an evening with the Percy French...
- Local Pupils Celebrate Dickens 2012 in Ballyhackamore Library
- Libraries NI is pleased to announce a series of events in libraries across...
- Celebrating the 200th birthday of Dickens in Bangor Carnegie Library
- Libraries NI is pleased to announce a series of events in libraries across...
- Celebrating the 200th birthday of Dickens in Derry Central Library
- Libraries NI is pleased to announce a series of events in libraries across...
Public libraries have been connecting and empowering the Scottish people and our communities for generations. Access to information and reading has always been an important part of what we do, and we still lend around 25 million items a year.

But libraries have also moved with the times and use technology to deliver new services in different ways. All over Scotland, libraries are now fully equipped with hi-tech learning centres, striking up almost 5 million PC log-ins and providing 8.5 million hours of free internet access over the last year. Many libraries also offer free wifi access.

Virtual visits to online library services reached almost 13 million in the last year, reflecting the breadth of services that are now delivered via the web. Most library websites let you look for books, request items or renew existing loans online, offering a better fit with today's busy lifestyles. Libraries also offer free access to...
A national focus for UK public libraries?
Progress so far...

Partnerships:

• Arts Council • Society of Chief Librarians • The Combined Regions • The Reading Agency • RNIB

• Name / design

• Launch plan
Where next?

- Measurable increase in library ‘usage’
- 100% of UK public libraries
- Analysis tools
- National Library Card
- Delivery services
- ???
So are we there yet?

- **YES!**

  - Share the URL
    - [www.fablibraries.worldcat.org](http://www.fablibraries.worldcat.org)
  
  - Tell your friends and colleagues

  - Consider adding the search box to your catalogue or web pages
Thank you

Questions?

elisabeth.robinson@oclc.org